












MARIE JULIA BOLLANSÉE
PULDERBOS, BELGIUM (1960)

Thematized in the body of work by Marie Julia Bollansée is Life and 
death and the uncertainty in between. While trained as a sculptor 
she presented herself as a performance artist since the late nineties. 
The transition of sculpting to performance started when she began 
to make prints of bodyparts, both of her own body and those of 
others. This led to putting pigments straight on the skin. Colour on 
the skin make the artist feel as if she is wearing a translucent coat. A 
coat that maybe discloses more than a unpainted nude body could.

A constant in her work is the use of thread, wool and knitted 
objects. In 2003 Bollansée made her first video-installation 
connected to processing thread by hand. SURVIVAL KnIT is the 
registration of her performance in the store of designer Walter van 
Beirendonck in Antwerp. While the shopping crowd tried on clothing, 
Bollansée sat there for three hours, almost meditating, bowed over 
her knitting without making any eyecontact with the surrounding 
visitors. 

Bollansée’s performances are mostly intuitive. She starts from a 
location and a colour to use. The artist emphasizes the spiritual 
action of colors: every color has a soul. Red symbolizes the begin-
ning of a new phase, a next step in her body of work. White is the 
symbol of death. She connects blue with reflection and the ability to 
look at everything through the eyes of a bird and have the chance to 
take it back. Gold and silver are often the symbols for the earth and 
the body. 

Bollansée spins and dyes the wool by hand. For this she uses sheep 
wool, a spinning wheel and natural pigments. About this the artist 
says: “Spinning is something healing, it is motion. While at the same 
time it offers a shelter, contemplation, 

as in a cloister/nunnery. It is a medicine for melancholy”. The knit-
ting is most often done by the mother. 

RED STRING shows the performance done by Bollansée in 2013 in  
Théatre de Verdure in Namur. While the audience was standing on 
the central stage of this open air theatre, the artist was walking over 
the seats in a red knitted dress. The uncovered parts of her body, her 
face, arms and breasts, were painted red with pigment. She carried 
a red ball of wool. While walking over the seats she unwinded the 
thread, leaving a trace. With this Bollansée wants to make us aware 
of the invisible structures in society. Red strings brings in mind the 
classic myth of Ariadne. She gave Theseus a sword and a clew of 
wool to escape the labyrinth; by unwinding the thread he would 
find his way back. However, it was not this myth that inspired the 
artist to use red thread in this performance, but wandering through 
the Jewish district in Paris. She was grasped by the display of little 
boxes with red thread, which are important in the Jewish traditions. 
There is also a tradition of winding red thread around gravestones 
as a mark of honor to the primeval mother Channa. 

Bollansée performs WIND in the museum garden. In this perfor-
mance the artist wears a long blue skirt, knitted by her mother. On a 
video screen in front of the museum window the viewer can watch 
her mother literally ‘spreading’ time. Behind the window we can 
see how Bollansée creates a labyrinth with the blue thread of her 
dress. The performance thematizes the bloodline between mothers, 
daugthers, granddaugthers. The thread refers to the blueish veins in 
the body. By knitting the mother litteraly gives a shape to the blood-
line, the daughter ‘takes of with the wire’. 

Mirjam Westen
translation by Anaïs Bollansée


